Oracle 1Z0-992 Exam
Volume: 75 Questions

Question: 1
You are in Implementation project and your customer is a global company with a complex
supply chain network. Planners work across different geographies and different line of products.
Each planner works with their own set of data and analysis and dashboards.
How do you configure the application so each planner can have their own custom dashboard
view-able only to themselves?
A. Create public page layouts that are tailored to specific business needs.
B. You cannot create custom dashboards by user.
C. Enable layout security checkbox in the Administer Planning Security.
D. Create private page layouts that are tailored to specific business needs.
Answer: D

Question: 2
As a new planner, you want to test simulation set functionality. You have created a simulation
set named 'Test Simulation Set.' In this simulation set, you have already added Item 98573. You
would like to change the item specification 'Fixed Order Quantity' to 10 within this simulation
set.
Which sequence will allow you to accomplish this task?
A. Select and open 'Test Simulation Set' > Search and select Item 98573 > Highlight item > Select
'Action' > Select 'Edit' > Find Fixed Order Quantity specification> under the 'Action' column
select 'set value as' > under the 'Value' column enter 10
B. Select and open 'Test Simulation Set' > Search and select Item 98573 > Highlight item > Select
'View' > Select 'Columns' > Check box next to Fixed Order Quantity specification> the 'Fixed
Order Quantity' will now show on the Item 98573 line > Highlight line for Item 98573 and scroll
right until you find 'Fixed Order Quantity' > Change value to 10
C. Select and open 'Test Simulation Set' > Search and select Item 98573 > Highlight item > Select
'Action' > Select 'Edit' > Find Fixed Order Quantity specification> under the 'Action' column
select 'reset to original' > under the 'Value' column enter 10
D. Select and open 'Test Simulation Set' > Search and select Item 98573 > Highlight line for Item
98573 and scroll right until you find 'Fixed Order Quantity' > Change value to 10
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Answer: A

Question: 3
You want to be able to filter your data by the planner code attribute on the item. Where can you
go to do this?
A. Configure Planning Analytics > Levels and Attributes tab
B. The process "Add Levels and Attributes" must be run to associate new attributes.
C. The process "Associate Measure Catalog Attributes" must be run to associate new attributes.
D. Enable planner code on Planning Analytics page.
E. Configure Planning Analytics > Measure Catalog
Answer: D

Question: 4
You are defining material planners for your organization. However, when you go to Manage
Material Planners, your organization does not appear in the list of values. Why?
A. The organization was not enabled for collection under Manage Planning Source Systems.
B. The organization must be enabled in Manage Planning Parameters.
C. The organization is an Item Organization.
D. The organization must be enabled in Manage Planning Profile Options.
E. You do not have data access to the organization.
Answer: A

Question: 5
You are viewing a drop shipment plan for your organization and you want to know which
customer the purchase order will be shipped to. Where can you see that?
A. You need to first drill down to the sales order from the supply-demand link, then open the
sales order to get the customer.
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B. It is visible in the drop ship analytics.
C. It is not viewable at this time.
D. You can see the customer on the supply in Supplies and Demand.
E. You can see the supplier on the sales order, but not vice-versa.
Answer: A

Question: 6
Should value in Adjusted Shipments Forecast measure always be equal to the Final Shipments
Forecast measure?
A. Yes, if the adjustment is made below the aggregation level at which it is viewed.
B. Yes,if the adjustment is made at the same aggregation level at which itis viewed, or below.
C. No, both measures will always be different.
D. Yes,if the demand plan is approved and values are locked.
E. Yes,if the demand plan hasn't been run again after adjustment.
Answer: B

Question: 7
As part of the agreement with one of your suppliers, you must always order product by the 100s.
For example, if the required supply is 105, you must order 200, if it's 275, you must order 300.
Which item attributes will help you achieve this?
A. Minimum Order Quantity
B. Fixed Lot Size Multiplier
C. Maximum Order Quantity
D. Fixed Order Quantity
E. Rounding
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Answer: B

Question: 8
A sales order containing a back-to-back item has been created. However, when you ran the
supply plan in Planning Central, the supply for the sales order was not released. Why was the
supply not released?
A. The supply plan should have been run in Supply Chain Orchestration, not Planning Central.
B. Planning Central cannot create back-to-back supply, so the supply cannot be released.
C. Only Global Order Promising and Supply Chain Orchestration can be used to release and
create new supplies for back-to-back orders.
D. The supply must first be created in Global Order Promising and then it can be released from
Planning Central.
Answer: A

Question: 9
Your customer wants to be able to manually change the input values in purchase orders and
transfer orders for the suggested plan recommendations. Which two recommendations are
released by supply chain planning to Oracle Supply Chain Orchestration Cloud? (Choose two.)
A. Schedule planned orders for make, buy, and transfer of supplies
B. New planned orders for make, buy, and transfer of supplies
C. Reschedules of existing make, buy, and transfer supplies
D. Reschedules of sales orders, make, and buy
Answer: B,C

Question: 10
Which two statements are true when using Measure catalogs? (Choose two.)
A. The predefined measure catalog is not the system default.
B. The measure catalog has a collection of measures that you can enable for use in a single plan
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in the Planning Central work area.
C. You can restrict access to Measure Catalogs using Administer Data Security.
D. You can add or remove measures from a measure catalog.
E. Measure catalogs are defined in the system to improve the performance of the plan.
F. You navigate to Configure Measure Catalogs to edit the Catalog.
Answer: B,C

Question: 11
Your client uses product categories and global sourcing rules for supply planning. However,
their newest product doesn't follow these rules. For a specific item in the category, it needs to be
sourced from a different supplier globally.
How should they set this up for the easiest maintenance, going forward?
A. Create a new global sourcing rule for the item; remove the category level assignments and
create new item level assignments for all items in the category pointing each to the correct global
sourcing rule.
B. Create a new local sourcing rule for the item; assign it to the assignment set at the item level;
leave the category as is for the remainder of the products.
C. Create a new global sourcing rule for the item; assign it to the assignment set at the
item-organization level; leave the category as is for the remainder of the products.
D. Create a new global sourcing rule for the item; assign it to the assignment set at the item level;
leave the category as is for the remainder of the products.
E. Create a new global sourcing rule for the item; assign it to the assignment set at the
item-organization level; alter the category to be category-organization for the remainder of the
products.
Answer: D

Question: 12
Your Procurement Department is getting ready to set up Approved Supplier Lists that will be
needed for Supply Planning. They ask you for what you need on the ASLs for planning usage.
Which three options are key for planning? (Choose three.)
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